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India is a land of religion, culture, and traditions. It is amazing that we 

Indians have a treasury of excellent ethnic wear clothing such as sarre, salwar 

kameez, lehenga choli, dhoti, gamosa, kurti and so many. India has been 

maintaining her prestigious position in this area in global platform. The 

traditional Indian attire has earned admirers from people of all over world or from 

organizations also like UNESCO. In the North Eastern part of India, Assam is a 

beautiful place, enjoying a global monopoly in production of variety of silks, 

especially in the Muga Silk, a special variety of silk which is yellow golden in 

colour, and honoured as queen of silk and also GI status. The state has various 

unique tribes, like, Kabi, Dimasa, Kachari, Rabha, Bodo and Miri, each set up 

with its own unique culture and through individual contribution the vibrant 

culture is grown up in the land. The traditional dress in Assam gives the 

distinctive identity along with status in national and International level. 

  Thus we are motivated to share our rich culture in form of ethnic wear. We 

organised an event on “Exhibition on Ethnic Wear of Assam” in which students 

participated both in single and group mode on online platform. The students 

prepared slides on the theme and presented in power point mode. There were 

different groups of participants, who had showcased the ethic wear of “Bodo”, 

“Dimasa”, “Karbi”, “Rabha” and “Assamese”.   

  The event was introduced by the Nodal Officer of EBSB, CITK, Dr. 

Manasi Buzar Baruah. After that, Ms. Chaitali Brahma, registrar, CITK, 

addressed the guests from other institutes Govt. Dungar College, Bikaner, 

Rajasthan and School of Fashion Design from Jaipur national university, 

Rajasthan (pairing states) and all the participants and discussed the significance 



of the event. Dr. Anamika Kalita, coordinator, EBSB, CITK and Dr. Bornali Bora 

Patowary, member, EBSB, CITK evaluated the best performance out of all. Other 

members Ms. Monideepa Brahma, Ms. Sushmita Roy and Mr. Ashish Roy 

offered their best facilitating hand.  

Some glimpse of the presentation are given here.  
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